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Abstract:  
Nickel base superalloys are the most promising and preferred metal alloys over decades for high 
temperature applications. Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is one of the most common and effective powder 
metallurgy technique used for consolidate Ni-Based superalloy.  HIP has several advantages such as high 
densification rate, able to consolidate materials which have a high melting point and also produce near 
net shape parts. However, starting powder properties effect directly not only densification behavior also 
microstructural and mechanical properties of final part. In this study, particle size distribution (PSD) and 
rheological properties of starting powders were selected for investigation. Rheological properties of 
powders which have various | different particle size and distribution were tested, compactibility, 
densification behavior and mechanical properties of consolidated samples were investigated. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
In this study, the initial powders were classified according to different particle size distributions (PSD) via 
sieving. Rheological properties of HIP powders were characterized by a powder rheometer in this paper. 
The effect of particle size and its distribution of the powders on their rheology was obserwed. Correlation 
studies were carried out between powder properties and their rheology with mechanical properties of 
consolidated parts. 
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Abstract:  
Frictional characteristics of an iron-based mixture were studied using a specifically designed friction test 
bench allowing (after prior compaction) the measurement of the friction coefficient during the sliding of 
a compact on a bar simulating the die surface. Temperature and sliding speed were controlled. An 
experimental campaign was conducted with four high-performance lubricants and a conventional EBS 
wax, based on a single FL-4400 mix formulation. The experimental parameters included: mix 
temperatures from 40 to 80°C; density of 7.20g|cc; normal pressure between 150 and 240MPa; sliding 
distance 80mm; sliding velocity 20mm.s. The analyses focused on the evolution of the friction coefficient 
and the compact’s surface degradation. After multiple repetitions, a steady state was established with a 
sliding distance beyond which degradation became critical. The degradation depended on the lubricant 
and experimental conditions. This study aims at better understanding how the friction coefficient evolves 
during the ejection of a production part. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
The present study focuses on the ability of high-performance lubricants to allow the compaction of parts 
with increasing heights. With this in mind, the study aims at evaluating different characteristics of the 
powder|tool friction, in particular the deposit of a lubricant film on the die. In particular, the sliding 
distance before degradation of the compact's surface of the deposited film is estimated depending on 
experimental conditions. Also, the establishment of a steady-state appearing with the compaction cycles 
is studied. 
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Abstract:  
In this work, three characterization techniques were applied to a set of alloys in fine powder form 
(TiAl6V4, AlSi10Mg, AlSi7, 316L, ferritic stainliness steel, martensitic stainless steel, sinter-ready WC-
Co-mixes). We sought deeper understanding of response to humidity and flowability as a result of the 
powder alloy. Slight tribocharging (induced and measured using a GranuCharge setup) against metal 
surfaces was found to occur for all alloys. Altough the accumulated charge was small and dissipated 
quickly. Greater charging occurs if the environment is humid, and if the powder slides against plastic 
surfaces.  Dynamic Vapor Sorption (DVS) was employed to understand the adsorption capacity of 
powders. It showed that AlSi10Mg and WC-Co-mixes adsorbed much more humidity than the other 
materials. 316L was found to be ferromagnetic. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
Especially the Dynamic Vapor Sorption, performed by Lund University, generetated very important and 
interesting results. This technique is also a future characterization method for new or existing alloys in 
powder form. 
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Abstract:  
In Additive Manufacturing (AM) Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) processes, powders are spread into thin layers 
whose uniformity is critical to the quality of the final product. The layer consistency and uniformity for a 
particular powder in a given process is influenced by many factors including the physical properties of 
the particles and bulk powder behavioural properties such as flowability, density and permeability. In this 
work we consider the specifications of a typical spreading|recoating operation, and the challenges 
associated with assessing powders for suitability. We propose an ex-situ method for realistically 
replicating the spreading process and for quantifying the spreading performance of several typical AM 
feedstock powders in a PBF process, using only small sample volumes. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
We describe the development of an instrument that was carefully designed to flexibly reproduce realistic 
AM recoating operations within a range of typical process parameters (recoater type and speed speed, 
gap height, and spreading surface). Moreover, it is the first instrument of its kind with an integrated layer 
quality analysis tool: we describe how the instrument can obtain relevant quantitative measurements 
that have been proven in the literature to be effective for the assessment of powder layer uniformity 
and consistency. 
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Abstract:  
Herein we describe testing of four AlSi10Mg L-PBF powders, sourced from different suppliers, using an 
off-the-shelf AB4120 automatic film applicator from TQC Sheen. With a 3560|2 gap applicator from 
Elcometer we produced 150 µm thick layer strips, at 150 mm|s. 3D-scanning confirmed near-target 
thicknesses, and near-anticipated layer volume. The powders were ranked based on their layer density. 
The same ranking was obtained for apparent density and tap density. In turn, these densities correlated 
with the overall sphericity of the powders.     3D-scanning (using a GOM ATOS Core 200) can highlight 
layer defects such as waves, skips and streaks. These defects were found in greater numbers for the 
worst powder that contained more oversize and irregularly shaped particles. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
A quick and cheap spreadability test using off-the-shelf equipment is presented here. 3D-scanning (using 
a GOM ATOS Core 200) made it easy to highlight layer defects such as waves, skips and streaks. These 
defects were found in greater numbers for the worst powder that contained more oversize and irregular 
particles. This work constitutes an entirely new approach. 
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Abstract:  
Although the diagnostics of cracks in sintered PM parts has been solved by means of impact resonance 
spectroscopy, cracks detection in green parts still remains challenging. The problem persists due to the 
inapplicability of a test impact to relatively brittle green parts and an extremely low mechanical Q-factor 
of these parts causing the absence of expressed natural resonances. Cross correlation analysis applied 
to vibration spectra in healthy and damaged green PM gears obtained by laser Doppler vibrometry 
demonstrated minimal discrepancy between power-dependent spectra in healthy parts and strong 
differences between those in healthy and cracked parts. To approach a vital industrial implementation, a 
simpler realization was proposed, where a shock or vibration action is applied to a lightweight platform 
with built-in sensors, on which the PM part is placed. To extract useful information about a possible crack 
from a blurry spectrogram, pattern recognition methods were applied. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
The key innovation of the proposed method is the acquisition and analysis of vibration spectra in green 
PM parts, which are limited by the impossibility of applying a contact impact directly to the part and the 
absence of expressed resonances in the spectra corresponding to the natural frequencies. Three key 
elements of the proposed method are introduction of a vibration platform with embedded sensors and 
advanced processing in time and frequency domains including mathematical algorithms of pattern 
recognition and correlation analysis applied to blurred vibration spectra. 
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Abstract:  
Sintered steel parts contain porosity which at the usual density levels is predominantly interconnected 
and open. This affects secondary treatments such as carburizing or infiltration. The volume fraction of 
the open pores can be determined by He pycnometry, but also the pore diameter is relevant. In the 
present study, the pore diameter has been determined by Hg porosimetry on a plain carbon steel and a 
Cr-Mo prealloyed grade. Since the pore channels in PM steels are complex-shaped, different measures 
for the diameter were determined, the median, average and modal diameter. It showed that although 
these parameters differ for a given material, the more, the lower the density, in all cases there is a virtually 
linear correlation with the sintered density that holds for both sintered steel grades, indicating that at 
least for materials solid state sintered under defined conditions the density is the main factor determining 
the pore diameter. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
Porosity is the main characteristic of pressed and sintered steels. In addition to total porosity and pore 
connectivity, also the diameter is highly relevant since is controls transport of atmospheric constituents 
into the specimens - as e.g. in carburizing - but also of gaseous compounds out of the compact that are 
formed during sintering, e.g. by reduction processes. In the present study the effect of the density, i.e. 
the compacting pressure, is shown for standard sintering. 
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Abstract:  
The powder spreadability drives the robustness of powder-bed-based additive manufacturing processes 
(laser powder bed fusion and binder jetting) as well as the performance of the printed parts. This work 
describes relations between powder characteristics and powder layer properties. To this end a database 
including more than 50 stainless steel powders characterizations is analysed to establish an analytical 
model linking the particles sizes and shapes with the flowability and powder packing respectively 
determined by the avalanche angle and apparent density. The consecutive powders spreadability is 
assessed on an automated spreading bench, instrumented to estimate the powder layer roughness and 
density in representative conditions of printers. This bench enables to test different spreading speed, 
and spreading tool (rake or roller) to cover main printer configurations. The statistical analysis of powder 
characterizations and powder layer properties establishes a nonlinear regression using least square 
functions. The predictions of the analytical models are discussed. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
This work stands out by the number of analyzed powders (57 powders), covering a large panel of powder 
characteristics (fine, coarse, spherical and acicular stainless steel powders). In addition to classical powder 
characterizations (laser diffraction, morphogranulometer, avalanche angle, apparent density), this study 
relies on an innovative full automated bench to assess powder spreadability, equipped by a laser 
profilometer and a load cell positioned under the manufacturing plate, so that to analyse the powder 
layer roughness and apparent density. All collected data have been analyzed to establish analytical 
models allowing to rank the weight of the powder properties on powder layer quality. Eventually, the 
model should predict the powder spreadability of any new 316L powder. 
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Abstract:  
X ray tomography has emerged as a possible method to characterize materials in 3 dimensions. This has 
recently been used in the field of powder metallurgy, including recent additive manufacturing. The paper 
will illustrate, how the technique can help to characterize powders (granulometry). Examples will then be 
given in characterization of the process itself including during in situ experiments (shrinkage during 
sintering). The microstructure of sintered or additiveley manufactured products can subsequently be 
analysed and finally, the technique can be used to study the deformation mechanisms during the loading 
of the manufactured parts. These capabilities will be demonstrated using many examples available in our 
group and the possible advantages and limits will be discussed. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
X Ray tomography is a rather new technique. We have applied it for a long time to different materials. 
Powder metallurgy parts (including recent advances in additive manufacturing methods) are interesting 
applications for this technique. 
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Abstract:  
Powder characteristics are important factors affecting the quality of metallic Directed Energy Deposition 
(DED) process. To improve the DED reliability, we have studied the behaviour of the powder and the gas 
that are expelled from the laser head nozzle. In order to do so, three different optical setups have been 
developed and used, allowing us to visualize the particle distribution in space, to determinate the speed 
and trajectory of individual particles, and to visualize the gas behaviour interacting with those particles. 
Those setups were used while changing different process parameters: powder composition (metals, 
ceramic, and mixtures of those), mass flow (grams|min) and gas flows (carrier & protection). A series of 
experimentation have been performed to ensure independent and quantified changes of each parameter. 
The obtained results will be presented, and the implication on a theoretical tolerance roadmap for 
industrial application will be discussed. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
The three optical setup that are used are either innovative by their design (newly designed setup to 
create the powder flow in 3D), or their use in this industry is innovative (Schlieren imaging, particle 
tracking with high speed camera). They are used to quantify the behaviour of the powder flow, which 
was not done previously in this industry, and several quantified KPI are calculated and linked to process 
changes. A proposed tolerance roadmap and diagnostic fishbone will be discussed, which is innovative 
for the AM industry. 
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Abstract:  
It may be important to monitor moisture in additive manufacturing (AM) feedstocks to make sure the 
process is robust and the properties of the printed components are stable and as expected. However, 
there is presently no standard adapted for AM powder feedstocks. Karl Fisher (KF), relative humidity 
sensors and loss on drying (LOD) were used to monitor moisture in different feedstocks and reference 
materials.  Moisture in as received powders is low in most metallic powders but significantly higher in 
polymer and ceramics. Both drying and exposure to moisture affect the moisture content.  KF and relative 
humidity sensor results compare well together but the LOD is not sensitive enough when the moisture 
content is low. The relative standard deviations are decreasing when moisture content increases. Similar 
procedures and reference materials should be used if results obtained in different laboratories or using 
different techniques are compared together. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
Comprehensive evaluation comparing different methods to measured moisture in AM feedstoc is 
published (30 different powders using 3 different techniques). The investigation is supporting the 
preparation of an ASTM standard (ASTM Work Item WK78093, filed August 2021). This study should 
help provide guidelines to qualify and monitor AM feedstocks and improve process robustness. This 
investigation should help better understand how powders are reacting when exposed to humidity or 
drying treatments and provides indication on the affinity of different materials to moisture. 
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Abstract:  
Positron annihilation lifetime is a nuclear reaction that detects vacancy defects. It was supported with a 
microhardness test. Snips of pure Al-6063 were milled to the nano scale and mixed with nano SiC  by 0, 
0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, and 2.7 %, then compacted under 500 MPa and sintered in a vacuum 
furnace at 600 oC for 1 hr. The chemical composition of Al6063 powder was revealed by XRF analysis. 
XRD, TEM  & SEM  are established for powder and sintered samples. The relative density is estimated 
with a maximum value of 99%,  for 0.6% Al-SiC sample  . Average Positron Annihilation Lifetime is 
correlated with the microhardness, where the minimum lifetime and maximum harness are for 0.6% SiC 
sample. Density is confirmed by the gamma attenuation and 0.6% sample has the maximum gamma 
attenuation for the applied gamma energies of  0.662, 1.173, and 1.332 MeV. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
Recyclying of Al6063 scrape to the nano scale by mechanical milling technique. The development of the 
Al6063 scrape and using it in the manufacturing of a new materials suitable for  gamma ray attenuation 
by powder technology. Applying the positron annihlation life time to detect the internal voids in a nano 
composite material manufactured by powder technology. 
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Abstract:  
The quality and cleanliness of metal powder used in AM directly affects process-productivity and part-
integrity. Current methods for powder validation rely on low throughput off-line methods. As the AM 
industry grows and serial production of safety critical, high value components ramps up the volume of 
AM powder being used will greatly increase. This will require the development of high-throughput, high-
fidelity powder validation tools.  The PowderCleanse system addresses many of these requirements by 
combining automated sieving and in-line particle size analysis as part of a digitally integrated closed loop 
powder handling solution. This allows for full powder traceability and monitoring of the powder condition 
at each stage. In this presentation we will give an overview of the Powdercleanse project and present 
operational results from the prototype system, demonstrating that it can successfully convey, sieve and 
measure the particle size distribution (PSD) of a range of AM powders. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
The system combines a sieving system with an online particle size measurement system allowing for PSD 
to be measured in real time. This allows for the operator to decide imediatley if the pwoder can be resued. 
The online measurement method means that nearly 100% of the batch is tested for PSD rather than a 
sample taken for offline measurement. The System can be operated as a fully closed loop increasing 
safety for operators and reducing the chance for contamination. This also ensures full traceability of the 
powder. All equipment within the system is digitally integrated meaning using one interfce the oeprator 
can control the system as well as see the PSD results and current sotrage condition of the powder. 
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Abstract:  
Metallic additive manufacturing processes are now widely used in many sectors, leading to more and 
more data on “conventional” mechanical testings. This article deals with a hydraulic block used on 
construction and mining machines and aims to have a better understanding of the behaviour of additively 
manufactured parts undergoing high internal and cyclic pressure. First, a topology optimization was 
performed to reduce weight and take advantage of AM’s ability to produce complex geometries. Then, 
different mechanical exams were carried out on samples and a pressure test was done on each 
component. A comparison between a conventional part and an AM parts enabled to demonstrate the 
interest of topology optimization to reduce pressure drops. Finally, fatigue tests were used to evaluate 
the cyclic pressure resistance of the parts. These tests were completed by a calculation phase allowing 
to better understand the origin of the various identified initiation sites. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
Tests were carried out on parts manufactured with the following processes: Laser Powder Bed Fusion, 
Metal Binder Jetting, Lost Wax Casting (with mold manufactured with AM process). Topology 
optimization on hydraulic component. Static and fatigue tests with high and cyclic pressure performed 
on AM parts. 
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Abstract:  
Given the sensitivity of powder bed-based AM (PBAM) processes to feedstock variations, there is the 
need for new testing instruments simulating the powder spreading conditions in existing and prospective 
PBAM systems. Conventional powder characterization techniques test powders under conditions that 
differ from the ones involved in the PBAM processes, thus limiting their use for the optimization of 
powder feedstock and the improvement of powder spreading mechanisms. A novel testing apparatus is 
developed to replicate the powder spreading procedure and measure the powder bed density, spreading 
forces, and surface uniformity as a function of the powder size and shape distributions, layer thickness, 
powder spreading speed and type of the recoating mechanism. A comparative study case using Ti6Al4V 
powders is presented to validate the capabilities of the apparatus and its relevance for the powder 
feedstock quality control and as a research and development tool dedicated for PBAM applications. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
Developing a characterization tool dedicated for powder bed-based AM applications: Reproducing the 
main elements involved in the spreading operation of the powder bed-based AM processes including 
moving platforms and a spreading arm. Interchangeable spreading mechanism: blade or roller based, with 
different material and geometry of the spreading tool. Controlled spreading speed and platforms 
increments. Embedded instrumentation means to evaluate the powder bed density, the spreading forces 
and the powder bed uniformity. 
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Abstract:  
Acoustic resonance testing (ART, „sound testing“) is a volume-oriented non-destructive testing (NDT) 
method which allows to detect a variety of quality-relevant deviations in PM parts. In the past, each ART 
system for automated 100% testing was implemented in high-volume production of only part type, 
mainly for use in the automotive industry. In recent times PM applications often require testing several 
part types with one system which leads to significantly increased commissioning effort. But, ideally, this 
configuration task should be accomplishable by the customer. This is now supported by a novel software 
algorithm that gets fed with resonance spectra from a small number of parts. It automatically picks out 
all resonance peaks that fulfill certain signal quality criteria and defines the metrics for quality assessment 
using the characteristics of the automatically detected resonance peaks. Reasons for and 
features|benefits of this increased applicability of ART for PM parts are explained. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
Increased applicability of ART for PM parts, especially with regard to part types with small and medium 
production volume and|or a high number of part types to be tested on one system . Reduced effort for 
the PM producer in case that several part types shall be tested on one ART system. Reduced effort for 
the PM producer to get new part types tested by an existing ART installation. 
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Abstract:  
Metal Binder Jetting (MBJ) offers many advantages, such as the material variety also of non-weldable 
materials as well as high build rates compared to other powder bed based processes, which makes the 
process more and more interesting from an economic point of view. One of the main differences to other 
powder bed based processes is the binder application. The aim of this work is to characterize and analyze 
the resulting porosity distribution of the green part by means of computed tomography. The parameters 
binder saturation and layer thickness are to be varied. The innovative aspect of this project is the 
simultaneous observation of powder and binder application effects in the green part, so that these effects 
and their influence on the pore size, distribution and position can be considered separately. These results 
can finally be correlated with the shrinkage behavior. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
The innovative aspect of this project is the simultaneous observation of powder and binder application 
effects in the green part, so that these effects and their influence on the pore size, distribution and 
position can be considered separately. These results can finally be correlated with the shrinkage behavior. 
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Abstract:  
When it comes to the characterization and processing of metal powders used in LB‑PBF processes, 
moisture has been a recurring topic for quite some time. In general, a distinction must be made between 
water from the air surrounding the metal powder and water adsorbed on the metal powder surface. To 
investigate the actual influence of these two water sources, a gas atomized superalloy powder IN718 
was exposed to different humidity levels and examined under these conditions. Thus, the correlation 
between the prevailing air humidity and the adsorbed water content on the metal powder surface and 
further, the influence on well-known (flow time and apparent density) as well as modern (shear cell 
parameters such as angle of internal fricton) powder characteristics was investigated. The water content 
adsorbed on the metal powder surface was determined by Karl Fischer titration. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
The relationships studied have hardly been explored to date, although they are particularly important 
because, for example, if powder is shipped from one location with low humidity to another location with 
higher humidity and is tested in both locations, the powder may behave differently due to the different 
humidity. 
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Keyword(s):  
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Abstract:  
Isostatic pressing has several benefits over the commonly used press and sinter method, including equal 
compaction in all directions and a more uniform final component density. Nevertheless, as with other 
powder metallurgy processes, manufacturers must carefully characterize the metal powder’s properties 
for the process to be successful. Commonly characterized physical properties include powder flow, 
density, hardness, particle size, and particle shape of the respective powders. Other key characteristics 
include chemistry and microstructure. Chemistry is paramount as the powder needs to comply with the 
alloy composition of the material specified, while phase composition and grain size can affect powder 
hardness and melt behavior which can affect the forming and sintering process. In this study we are 
focusing on the complementary use of X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), X-ray fluorescence (XRF), and 
Automated Imaging to evaluate the performance of various iron-based alloys for use in a Cold Isostatic 
Pressing (CIP) manufacturing process. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
This work utilises a combination of analytical tools to better understand the Cold Isostatic Process in 
terms of material charcateristics such as particle size, particle shape, grain size and alloy phase 
composition. This work provides novel insight into the Cold Isostatic Processing and the characteristics 
that need to be optimised for a given alloy chemistry. 
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Abstract:  
We present our X-ray high-resolution sintered parts in-line NDT investigations, based on various 
mini|microfocus X-ray set-up. Then, we are introducing our latest development, an industrial combined 
X-ray scanner and a Laser-based 3D profiler machine for sintered parts in-line control in one-pass. With 
the new equipment we combined two advanced control techniques: the Laser-based profiler for getting 
the parts 3D shape measurement with 2-3% accuracy for maximum sample size of 300x400x50mm3, 
followed by an X-ray digital imaging system for parts internal defects identification, based on a minifocus 
X-rays source and a TDI (Time Delayed Integration) X-ray detector. The the system is able to compute 
also the sample' local density for sintered ceramic plates with a maximum size of 300x400x50 mm3 and 
to NDT analize the transmission digital X-ray images at resolution of 60 microns, enough for detecting 
the thinnest possible defects.

Innovative Aspect(s): 
We combine two NDT techniques, Laser dimensional profiler and X-ray in one mcahine. The system is 
fast, solving a big size sample control within one minute. Most of the NDT control is fully automatique. 
The system has been delivered to a manufacturer and is in use since three years ago and delivered very 
good results. 
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Abstract: 
Cellular structures, such as thin-walled triple periodic lattice structures, are promising in the smart design 
of robust components with high strength and reduced weight. The modern industrial production 
technology, additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D-printing, enables manufacturing of metal 
components with complex geometry and thin-walled inner structures. Smart design combined with AM 
may, thus, result in manufacturing of complex and efficient high strength lightweight components in 
metal. However, deformation mechanisms and structural response under load for such metal 3D-printed 
components and lattice structures are not thoroughly investigated and fully understood. In the present 
study, 3D-printed metal specimens with triple periodic lattice structures were tested by mechanical 
testing and evaluated by means of optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
computed tomography (CT). EOS M290 and AlSi10Mg were utilized and results on material properties 
and deformation behavior of the structures under load, visualized by microscopy and CT, are discussed. 

Innovative Aspect(s): 
Smart design combined with additive manufacturing (AM) may result in manufacturing of complex and 
efficient high strength lightweight components in metal. However, deformation mechanisms and 
structural response under load for such 3D-printed components and lattice structures are not thoroughly 
investigated and fully understood. The present study shows both challenges and promising features of 
additive manufactured lattices in terms of mechanical properties, typical defects and deformation 
mechanisms visualized by means of mechanical testing, optical microscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy and computed tomography. 
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Title: Residual Stress Analysis Of Sintered Steel By Different Treated Processes 
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Abstract: 
Heat treatment changes steel microstructure and improves the performance. With different heat 
treatment, the performance varies apparently, which was applied to sintering steel. Traditional press-
sinter Fe-Cu-C-Mo steel was prepared. Then specimens went through carbonitriding-quenching, shot 
blasting, cold treatment, and different-temperature air tempering. Residual stress was analyzed by X-ray 
diffraction. Sintered sample has low residual stress, while carbonitriding-quenching brings obvious tensile 
stress. Shot blasting significantly affects the stress, turning tensile stress into compressive stress. Cold 
treatment benefits tensile stress, but more retained austenite becomes martensite, increasing the tensile 
strength. Low temperature tempering acts weakly on stress relief, and middle temperature tempering 
works well. Oxidation becomes severe with the temperature increasing, and brings large tensile stress. 
Therefore, the residual tensile stress gets high after high temperature tempering. The results are 
compared with tensile, hardness, and metallographic test, to understand the mechanical property variety. 

Innovative Aspect(s): 
We apply cold treatment to sintering steel and find it benefits residual tensile stress. Tensile strength is 
influenced by residual stress and phase structure. The kinds of phases remain unchanged through 
different treatment after sintering. Low temperature tempering acts weakly on stress relief. Shot blasting 
leads to residual compressive stress on surface. Sintering material is the aggregation of particles, 
containing lots of interfaces. Tempering effect is weakened by these interfaces, which leads to higher 
tempering temperature than densified material. 
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Abstract: 
For now, PM products are always equipped in automotive engines, gearboxes, etc. due to its complex 
shapes, high utilization rates of raw materials and low prices. As emission regulations have being 
increasingly restrictive, almost all vehicles are tend to reduce the weight. Low density characteristic of 
PM products has therefore become a dramatic advantage in this field. However, abrasions, as well as 
contact fatigue, are more likely to occur on PM products rather than casting products which can be 
interpreted by the low compressive stress of PM products. Herein, physical vapor deposition (PVD) 
technique can introduce a self-lubrication coating, such as DLC coatings, with sufficient compressive 
stress on surface and the coating can decrease the coefficient of friction and wear rates especially in 
lube-free environment. It is expected that the PM products can present better tribological performance 
and longer service life with PVD coatings. 

Innovative Aspect(s): 
This study combines the advantages of PM and PVD technique so that we can obtain self-lubricating 
products with lower density and abrasion performance. In this way, the coated products can not only be 
applied in traditional fields but also replace some compact components. Indeed, mentioned PVD coatings 
are designed to improve the tribology properties of PM products in lube-free environments. Therefore, 
it can be expected that the coated products would perform better in engine system especially during 
cold starting for vehicles. Moreover, better lubrication environment would certainly bring lower noise 
and less shakes. 
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Abstract: 
The properties and the performance of PM steels can be tailored and enhanced by performing an 
appropriate heat treatment process after sintering. Conventional gas carburising (CQT) is the most used 
process for PM steels, whereas for Cr-alloyed PM steels, casehardening by low-pressure carburising 
(LPC) is gaining interest due to its oxide free process and better control over case depth. Also, when 
combined with high-pressure gas quenching (GQ) it provides less distortion in the components. In this 
work, Cr-alloyed PM steel with and without Ni additions were evaluated after both the CQT and LPC 
heat treatment process. The mechanical properties and performances were evaluated, and the results 
obtained indicated a strong correlation between the obtained properties and resulting microstructures 
based on the alloying elements and optimised heat treatment process. 

Innovative Aspect(s): 
LPC combined with high pressure gas quenching is gaining interests for heat treating Cr-alloyed PM 
steels especaiily for large components, where minimising the the distortion is crucial. This study aims to 
highlight the properties (tooth root bending fatigue, transverse rupture strength, distortions) obtained 
after CQT and LPC process, which enables for better understanding and optimising the process for 
increasing the performacnes. 
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Abstract: 
Due to the remaining porosity of powder metallurgical (PM) gears, the highly stressed surface is post-
densified in a cold rolling process to increase the wear resistance. In this report, an approach to determine 
the maximum possible surface densification of a demonstrator gear is presented. To realise a high degree 
of deformation and simultaneously avoid spalling damages at the tip area, an adaption of the process 
kinematic is used. Metallographic microsections are analysed to detect subsurface damages resulting 
from the cold rolling process. Additionally, the machine traces concerning the upcoming rolling forces 
over the feed-rate and number of over-rollings are evaluated. Finally, the realised densification profile is 
evaluated using an image-processing tool, based on the metallographic microsections and a core-density 
measurement. This profile can serve as an input for an FE-based tooth contact analysis with 
consideration of the local density profile. 

Innovative Aspect(s):  
Determination of the maximum possible surface densification in order to raise the load capacity of cold 
rolled PM gears. 
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